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What is the Shape of the Earth ?



What is the Shape of the Earth ?

I French astronomer Jean Reicher in South America in 1672

I Reichers pendulum clock was losing 2 minutes 28 seconds

every day in French Guyana.

I Isaac Newton and his Principia in 1687

I Newton claimed that the Earths rotation around its axis made

it an Oblate Sphere. Rotation caused flattening at the Poles

and bulging at the Equator.

I Was not unanimously regarded as correct



Side View of oblate earth : Berry, 1898, p 277

. . . lengthening of degrees arc toward the pole . . .

. . . meridian quadrant AB is broken into 9 segments of 10◦

lattitute.



Arc Length and the Latitude

I Let Y be the length of a 1◦ meridian arc centered at latitude

θ.

I Then, assuming the Earth to be an ellipsoid,

Y ≈ m sin2(θ) + c = mX + c ,

where X = sin2(θ).

I Ellipticity of the Earth can be measured by m
3c .

I Newton estimated the ellipticity of the Earth to be 1
230 .



Newton and the French Scientists

I French arc measurements around 1720 over a range of 9◦

latitude. The project was led by Dominico Cassini and

Jacques Cassini of the Royal Observatory in Paris.

I Their measurements and analysis contradicted Newtons model

for the Earth.

I French Geodesic Mission during 1735− 1736. Expeditions to

Quito in Ecuador and Lapland in Finland.



Bosocovitch Data on Meridian Arc



Bosocovich: Least Absolute Mean Deviation(1755)

We have data points

(X1,Y1), (X2,Y2), . . . , (X5,Y5).

where Y reprsents arc length, and X is sin2 (latitude).

To find the line : Y = mX + c that fits the data best.

min{m, c :
5∑

i=1

|Yi −mXi − c|}.



Least Absolute Deviation Line



Bosocovich : Pairwise Solution



Bosocovich : Pairwise Solution



Laplace (1799)

I Question: How to minimize for m in
n∑

i=1
| Yi −m | ?

I Question : How to minimize
n∑

i=1
| Yi −mXi | w.r.t. m ?

I Question : How to minimize
n∑

i=1
| Yi −mXi − c | w.r.t. m

and c?



Laplace Solution (1799)

I Question: How to minimize for m in
n∑

i=1
| Yi −m | ?

I Answer : The minimizing m will be the median.

I Question : How to minimize
n∑

i=1
| Yi −mXi | w.r.t. m ?

I Answer : Observe:

n∑
i=1

| Yi −mXi |=
n∑

i=1

| Yi

Xi
−m || Xi | .

Let Zi = Yi

Xi
, then m will median of Zi with the weight

distribution | Xi |

I Question : How to minimize
n∑

i=1
| Yi −mXi − c | w.r.t. m

and c? (Provided partial answer)



Metric System : the origin of one meter

What is one Meter ?



Metric System : the origin of one meter

I In 1792, after the French Revolution, France and many other

European counties decided switch to a new system of

measurement - the Metric System.

I One Meter was defined to be 1/10, 000, 000 of a Meridian

Quadrant, which is the distance from the Equator to the

North Pole.



Adrien-Marie Legendre (1752-1833)

I In 1792, Adrien Marie Legendre,

was associated with the French

Commission charged with the

measurement of a Meridian

Quadrant.

Legendre invented and published the Principle of Least Squares in

1805.



Laplace (1805)

Legendre: How to minimize
n∑

i=1

(Yi −mXi − c)2

w.r.t. m and c?



French Meridian Arc Measurements

Dunkirk to Paris to Evaux to Carcassone to Barcelona



French Meridian Arc Measurements



Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855)

I In January-February 1801, Italian astronomer Joseph Piazzi

observed and recorded data on the dwarf planet Ceres for 41

days before it vanished in the glare of the Sun.

I Astronomers wanted to predict the position and the time of

re-appearance of the Ceres. Many scientists including Laplace

thought that it is an impossible problem due to inadequate

data.

I Gauss made a very accurate prediction of the time and the

position of re-appearance. The Ceres was observed again in

November-December 1801.



Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855)

I Gauss finished writing his work related to the Method of Least

Squares in 1807, and the book was published in 1809.

I Gauss claimed Least Squares as his method and said that he

was using it since 1795.

I This is one of the most famous priority disputes in the history

of Statistical Science.



The Actual Shape of the Earth

ESA’s GOCE mission has delivered the most

accurate model of the ’geoid’ ever produced, which will be used to

further our understanding of how Earth works.

http://www.esa.int/spaceinvideos/Videos/2016/01/Best_view_yet_of_global_gravity
http://www.esa.int/spaceinvideos/Videos/2016/01/Best_view_yet_of_global_gravity
http://www.esa.int/spaceinvideos/Videos/2016/01/Best_view_yet_of_global_gravity


Asking the right Question

Important:

Ask the right question

Understanding is achieved.

Successes in many areas


